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ACU is a nonprofit, transdisciplinary organization 
of clinicians, advocates and health care 

organizations united in a common mission to 
improve the health of America’s underserved 

populations and to enhance the development and 
support of the health care clinicians serving these 

populations.
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Solutions, Training, and Assistance 
for Recruitment and Retention

www.chcworkforce.org

http://www.chcworkforce.org/
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 Suzanne Speer| sspeer@clinicians.org

 703-577-1206

 Mariah Blake | mblake@clinicians.org

 703-562-8819
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WEBINAR HOUSEKEEPING

We are 
Recording

Ask 
Questions Have Fun
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Lisa Hardmeyer Gray, M.A., LMHC

Founder, Intrinsic, LLC

Guest: George Brewster, Gimbal Systems

WORKPLACE WELLNESS: CREATING A 
CULTURE OF ENGAGEMENT 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

 Understand trends in Employer-of-Choice/Employee Engagement.

 Define culture and understand its importance to an organization.

 Knowledge of Wellness plans and considerations for implementation.

 Understand Leadership styles more aligned with being an employer-of-choice.
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The 
antithesis of 
burn-out is 
engagement.

http://www.visualphotos.com/search/spent
http://www.typta.com/photo/LitMatches.html
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POLL QUESTION

 What % of the U.S. Workforce is disengaged?

 70%

 50%

 35%

 10%



www.chcworkforce.org State of the American Workplace, a 2013 Gallup Study

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140717145811-16836306-the-high-cost-of-unhappy-employees
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STAFF ENGAGEMENT DRIVES PATIENT SATISFACTION

“We must find ways to engage our nurses, 
administrative staff, physicians, housekeeping 
staff, supervisors, switchboard operators, etc. 
so that they WANT to provide great service 
to their patients. It’s not that we 
think patients are not important. But, there 
is a direct correlation between employee 
loyalty and customer loyalty. And with more 
restrictive reimbursements on the horizon, 
the pressure will continue to rise on patient 
acquisition and retention.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Britt Berrett: Former President of Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas, now heading up undergraduate program in health Admin. At Univeristy of Texas at Dallas
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GREATEST ASSET: EMPLOYEES

But only 23 % of respondents believe their organization 
is now attracting and retaining best talent.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harvard Business Review and Siemens - Employer of Choice 82 percent of senior executives said that talent is the key asset to their organizations.only 23 percent of the respondents strongly believed that their organizations are now attracting and retaining the best talent.   
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WHO ARE WE ENGAGING?  4 GENERATIONS

2015 Arthur Maxwell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is much out there that talks about how divided these groups are, but the best workplaces are ones that bridge the gap, rather than focus on the gap.focus on what the generations have in common, treat their employees fairly and offer them work-life balance, challenging projects, opportunities for advancement, learning and growth in their jobs, they will get committed, loyal workers and productive workplaces in return. HR and talent management professionals must look at what we have in common and build organizations that speak to these commonalities. Instead of focusing first on what divides us, a better approach to managing generations in the workplace may be to start with our similarities.Focus on what they have to learn from each other….
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CONSIDERATIONS

 National birthrates are dropping, talent 
pool is shrinking

 Our work is more knowledge-based--need 
to attract more educated employees

 Engagement and retention will become 
even more important than it is today

Harvard Business Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National birthrate: In 2012, lowest in 25 years since Great Depression. Bumped up a little last year. Texas 2013: 4th highest
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TODAY’S WORKFORCE

 Millennials have surpassed Generation Xers as the largest generation in the US Labor Force 
(Pew Research Center)

 Members of this group change jobs at least 4 times in their first decade out of college – they 
want and need work-based training & development

 Require challenging, meaningful work and constant check-in and feedback

 Value training and mission centric focus over other benefits (Deloitte)

 Equally interested in how the company invests in its’ people as products/services

 Must prepare to accept that retention is NOT the end goal (Julia Stiglitz)

Gary Campbell, President, Impact2Lead
gcampbell@impact2lead.com/434-401-2947
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WHAT DOES YOUNG TALENT WANT?

Harvard Business Review
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THE GOOD NEWS: 
CHCS HAVE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR: SOCIAL VALUE
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT – GALLUP Q12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Their research yielded Gallup's Q12 survey: the 12 questions that measure the most important elements of employee engagement.Gallup has studied survey results from more than 25 million employees around the world. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCKSpgbnq0cgCFVfbYwodJesDFg&url=http://www.medicine.virginia.edu/administration/office-of-the-dean/employee-engagement/learn-about-engagement&psig=AFQjCNFD4oTxQ8vHOI-r6LV_KqcHcSsTTg&ust=1445457367556772
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TRENDS IN EMPLOYER-OF-CHOICE

Old Model

 Security in exchange for compensation

New Model

 Meaningful work that solves social problems

 Professional Development

 Autonomy

 Flexibility to innovate and have ownership of 
projects

 Co-create with customers

 Trust and Transparency

Harvard Business Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harvard Business Review Analytic Services is an independent sponsored research unit within Harvard Business Review Group, which conducts research and comparative analysis on management challengesand emerging businessopportunities.

http://www.svot.tk/2015-mustang/
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BOTTOM LINE – CULTURE SUPPORTS ENGAGEMENT

 Culture not only eats strategy for breakfast, 
it spits it out in front of you.

 Focusing on employee engagement and creating 
a positive workplace culture will be the 
differentiator in defining good vs. great. 

 By driving performance through an engaged 
culture, you simply enhance your ability to be 
competitive and financially viable and put 
yourself in a employer of choice position.

Gary Campbell, President, Impact2Lead
gcampbell@impact2lead.com/434-401-2947
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WHAT MAKES CULTURE?
 Culture is the self-sustaining pattern of behavior that 

determines how things are done.

 Made of instinctive, repetitive habits and emotional responses.

 It’s what people actually do more than what they say or 
believe.

 An organization’s current culture contains several reservoirs 
of emotional energy and influence.

 When positive culture forces and strategic priorities
are in sync, companies can draw energy from the way people 
feel. This accelerates a company’s movement to gain 
competitive advantage.

 Culture is about emotional attachment that unleashes 
potential.

* Source: Ten Principles of Organizational Culture (reprint # 16105)

Gary Campbell, President, Impact2Lead
gcampbell@impact2lead.com/434-401-2947
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ASK YOURSELF

 Do we truly know our culture? Is it the culture we want?

 Am I responsible for the culture?

 How do we measure the culture?

 How do we create more high-impact customer and 
employee experience moments and make them 
repeatable?

 Are we willing to reduce productivity temporarily to build 
a culture of learning?

 Am I fully aware of the “bad news travels fast” climate and 
am I prepared for the implications?

Gary Campbell, President, Impact2Lead
gcampbell@impact2lead.com/434-401-2947
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CREATING CULTURE

 Flowers when employee is sick

 Birthday cards and celebrations

 Laundry Service or Meal delivery for mandatory over-time

 Healthy snacks

 Community gardens

 “Field trips”: connect to mission

 APPRECIATION: from Leadership and Peers

 Culture of Fun
 Monthly outings

 Engage Staff: What motivates them?

 Be careful: Be Authentic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you might be saying REALLY?  IT sounds like we’re spoiling our employees.The data also shows, it is good practice to get your team to "see" the people they are helping, in addition to mapping out a direct correlation to how the work they do impacts your customers.Spare the rod and spoil the child.  The CHCs started as a social justice movement.  But like it or not the CHCs are now a large industry needing many employees.  A certain percentage of them will come simply because of the mission.  But to recruit and retain the numbers we need we’re going to have to get creative.  THE MORE OUR EMPLOYEES ARE ENGAGED THE MORE SATISFIED OUR PATIENTS WILL BE---WHICH WILL THEN LEAD TO MORE AND MORE BUSINESS FOR OUR ORGANIZATION.  WHICH LEADS TO WHAT?  HIGHER PROFITS.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/kinworks/2140993483/
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WELL-BEING: PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH

Anxiety, Depression, Stress and Burn-out

 One-fourth of employees view their jobs as the number one stressor in their lives.

 Northwestern National Life

 Three-fourths of employees believe the worker has more on-the-job stress than a generation ago.

 Princeton Survey Research Associates

 Problems at work are more strongly associated with health complaints than are any other life 
stressor-more so than even financial problems or family problems.

 St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
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Back to Blog
Posted on 05-31-2015

http://visitthewellnesspath.com/blog/dr_vicaposs_blog.html
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POLL QUESTION 2-PART

 Does your organization have a Wellness Plan?

 Yes or No

 Is your Wellness Plan tied to lower health care premiums?

 Yes or No
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BENEFITS OF WELLNESS PROGRAMS

 Lowering health care costs
 Reducing absenteeism
 Achieving higher employee productivity
 Reducing workers’ compensation and disability-related 

costs
 Reducing injury
 Improving employee morale and loyalty
 Healthier employees are happier and more productive 

employees

Society for Human Resource Management
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POLL QUESTION

 What is the average amount saved for every dollar invested in a Wellness Plan?

 $5.63

 $2.18

 $1.89

 $3.37
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WELLNESS PROGRAMS

 Cost Savings: 

 Average savings: $3.37 for every dollar invested

 Johnson and Johnson leaders estimate that wellness programs have cumulatively 
saved the company $250 million on health care costs over the past decade; from 
2002 to 2008, the return was $2.71 for every dollar spent.

 Lower Absenteeism - absenteeism costs fall by about $2.73 for every dollar 
spent

US National Library of Medicine 
National Institutes of Health

doi: 10.1377/hlthaff.2009.0626 HEALTH AFFAIRS 29,
NO. 2 (2010): –©2010 Project HOPE— The People-to-People Health Foundation, Inc. 
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STEPS TO IMPLEMENT

 Set up with the help of a health insurance broker

 Usually administered through HR department

 Larger companies invest in on-site workout facilities, relaxation rooms, personal 
trainers, healthy meals, stress-reduction classes

 Smaller companies offer incentives using health club memberships, healthy eating 
programs, stress-reduction classes

 Penalties and Incentives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employee wellness programs are usually set up with the help of a health insurance broker who works with a group health provider and the business to coordinate the program so it can function smoothly within that particular organization. Once implemented, the program is normally administered through the HR department. For smaller businesses without an HR department, the program may be run by the owner or someone in the higher levels of management. ��A workplace wellness program can be structured in a number of ways depending on the size of the company and what makes sense for them. For example, a larger company may invest in an on-site workout facility and personal trainers for employees, while a smaller office might choose to offer incentives for employees that use a health club membership. However they choose to structure the program, the end goal remains the same—building a healthier and more productive workforce. ��A successful wellness program will normally contain a combination of penalties and incentives for employees to get involved. To participate, the first thing an employee is usually required to do is get a health assessment screening. Failure to receive a screening may result in paying higher premiums and / or a reduction in the employer contributions to their group health plan. Screenings should be done bi-annually or at the very least annually to determine the overall health (and progress) of the employee. ��After the initial screening, an employee may be encouraged to participate in one or more of the following: ��Weight Loss ProgramsQuit Smoking ProgramsNutritional Improvement ProgramsIf an employee chooses to participate in these programs and shows measurable progress over time, they may be rewarded with lower premiums. Some organizations also include rewards programs such as reimbursements from the HR department for health club memberships with a certain number of visits per month, or even an earned points system for participating in certain healthy activities. Points earned are later redeemed for certain prizes like a bicycle or an Ipad. 
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STEPS TO IMPLEMENT (CONT.)

 Health Assessment Screening

 May be encouraged to participate in:

 Weight Loss Programs

 Smoking Cessation Programs

 Nutritional Improvement Programs

 Stress Reduction classes

 Positive Incentives: 

 lower health care premiums (subsidized by insurance 
provider or organization), reimbursements for health club 
memberships, bicycles, I-pad, gift cards

 employees lose trust when forced to act against their 
wishes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A successful wellness program will normally contain a combination of penalties and incentives for employees to get involved. To participate, the first thing an employee is usually required to do is get a health assessment screening. Failure to receive a screening may result in paying higher premiums and / or a reduction in the employer contributions to their group health plan. Screenings should be done bi-annually or at the very least annually to determine the overall health (and progress) of the employee. ��After the initial screening, an employee may be encouraged to participate in one or more of the following: ��Weight Loss ProgramsQuit Smoking ProgramsNutritional Improvement ProgramsIf an employee chooses to participate in these programs and shows measurable progress over time, they may be rewarded with lower premiums. Some organizations also include rewards programs such as reimbursements from the HR department for health club memberships with a certain number of visits per month, or even an earned points system for participating in certain healthy activities. Points earned are later redeemed for certain prizes like a bicycle or an Ipad. 
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BEST PRACTICES: 
IMPLEMENTATION

Multi-level Leadership-
Need buy-in and 
participation on all levels

Alignment-Culture shifts 
take time

Scope, Relevance and 
Quality-It’s more than 
just cholesterol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership:From C-Suite, middle managers, Wellness champions (volunteer health ambassadors w/in the org.)Alignment:Planning and patiencePositive Incentives – employees lose trust when forced to act against their wishesComplement to business priorities-has to make sense for your organizationScope, Relevance and QualityIt’s not just cholesterol, physical and mental health.  Some wellness programs offer support for to assist employees and immediate family members with divorce, serious illness, death and grief recovery, child rearing, and the care of aging parents.More Anxiety, depression and Stress in the workplace
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FEDERAL REGULATION INCENTIVES

Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act of 2010 
(PPACA) permits employers 
to offer cash incentives to 

employees for participating in 
Wellness Programs and 
reaching certain targets. 

Current law limits the value of 
Wellness incentives to 30% of 
the total health care premium 
spent per worker. The law also 

allows 50% in programs 
targeting tobacco use.
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CONCERNS

 Concern that health promotion programs 
are discriminatory — allowing employers 
to shift medical costs to workers in poor 
health.

 In October 2014 the EEOC filed a claim 
against Honeywell claiming its biometric 
testing program violated the ADA.
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 CASE STUDY: Aetna Insurance

 Divided employees into quintiles by stress markers such as heart rate

 Found that the most stressed group had average medical costs $2,500 a year higher than 
the least-stressed group

 After mindfulness and yoga training for 12 weeks the costs drop markedly

 Company pegged the added cost for the most-stressed employees in the study of 458 
people at "nearly $2,000”

 That figure even seems a bit low if you consider that obesity could be linked to stress.

MINDFULNESS: FAST-GROWING PROGRAM FOR STRESS REDUCTION 
AND BURN-OUT PREVENTION
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POLL QUESTION

 What percentage of employees quit their job because of their boss?
 12%

 24%

 31%

 52%
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IMPORTANCE OF LEADERSHIP ON CULTURE

 Accenture

 31 % of employees quit because they don’t like their 
boss

 21% leave due to lack of empowerment 

 Leigh Branham survey of 20,000 employees

 The #1 reason people quit their job: loss of trust and 
confidence in senior leaders 

 #2: Feeling undervalued in recognition, reward and pay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leigh Branham, author of 7 Hidden Reasons Employees Leave analyzed over 20,000 anonymous surveys asking employees why they left their last job. 

http://www.accenture.com/us-en/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.second-to-none.com/really-engage-your-employees/
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

 Available

 Engaged

 Listen

 Empower

 “If you hire people just because 
they can do a job, they'll work for 
your money, but if they believe 
what you believe, they'll work for 
you with blood and sweat and 
tears.” 

 Simon Senek, Leadership 
Consultant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ORIENTATION:PRESENTED THE ORGANIZATIONS MISSION.  HOW WOULD THAT HAVE CHANGED MY ENGAGEMENT IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN ASKED HOW THOSE VALUES CONNECT WITH MY PERSONAL VALUES?STORY OF PATIENT WAIT TIMES 10 GROUP MEDICAL PRACTICE.  LEADERSHIP GOT TOGETHER.  HIRED MORE DRS. IT DIDN’T CHANGE,INVESTED IN SOFTWARE TO BETTER SCHEDULE APPTS. DIDN’T CHANGEWENT TO STAFF-THEIR SOLUTION.  INFORM PATIENTS THE DR. WAS RUNNING LATE AND APOLOGIZED.  FIRST THING DR. DID WAS APOLOGIZE.RECEPTIONIST APOLOGIZED AND OFFERED TO SET NEXT APPT. AND THANKS THEM FOR COMING IN. SOLUTION DIDN’T COST A DIME.  WHAT DID THAT ENCOUNTER TELL THE PATIENT:  THEY’RE VALUED, THEIR TIME IS IMPORTANT.  THEY MATTER.
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WHAT IS LEADERSHIP PRESENCE?

The ability to connect authentically with ourselves and with others, in 
order to motivate and inspire a team toward a desired outcome.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 George
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ONE – TWO COMBINATION

Emotional 
Intelligence 

Mindfulness

Ability to be AWARE of yourself and 
others and FOCUS on what is needed in 

the moment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 George- Focus yourself and your team
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Challenges of Leadership

http://izismile.com/tags/wave/
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One bad apple…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ORIENTATION:PRESENTED THE ORGANIZATIONS MISSION.  HOW WOULD THAT HAVE CHANGED MY ENGAGEMENT IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN ASKED HOW THOSE VALUES CONNECT WITH MY PERSONAL VALUES?STORY OF PATIENT WAIT TIMES 10 GROUP MEDICAL PRACTICE.  LEADERSHIP GOT TOGETHER.  HIRED MORE DRS. IT DIDN’T CHANGE,INVESTED IN SOFTWARE TO BETTER SCHEDULE APPTS. DIDN’T CHANGEWENT TO STAFF-THEIR SOLUTION.  INFORM PATIENTS THE DR. WAS RUNNING LATE AND APOLOGIZED.  FIRST THING DR. DID WAS APOLOGIZE.RECEPTIONIST APOLOGIZED AND OFFERED TO SET NEXT APPT. AND THANKS THEM FOR COMING IN. SOLUTION DIDN’T COST A DIME.  WHAT DID THAT ENCOUNTER TELL THE PATIENT:  THEY’RE VALUED, THEIR TIME IS IMPORTANT.  THEY MATTER.

http://joeprocopio.com/all.asp?f=3
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THE BENEFITS OF LEADERSHIP PRESENCE

 Felt and experienced by you and those around you

 Inspires people and drives engagement and retention

 Builds resiliency to navigate constant change

 Creates healthier leaders, workplaces and patients

 Generates positive culture
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THANK YOU

Lisa Hardmeyer Gray, M.A., LMHC

Founder, Intrinsic, LLC                     

lgray@intrinsictrainings.com
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